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Luxury of Art,
Art of Luxury

Explore the artistic fabric of Hotel Éclat Beijing
Located in the heart of the vibrant Chinese Capital of Beijing,
Hotel Éclat Beijing is proud to be a member of the exclusive
Small Luxury Hotels of the World. Multi-award-winning Hotel
Éclat Beijing re-defines the upscale boutique hotel experience,
pairing the art of contemporary luxury with the luxury of
contemporary art.
Hotel Éclat’s art collection is an exquisite delight for guests
to appreciate. Home to the most extensive selection of
Salvador Dali’s work (outside of Spain), the hotel showcases
contemporary masterpieces from renowned artists from Andy
Warhol, Pierre Matter to cutting Chinese edge artists Fan
Xiaoyan and Liu Ruowang, reflecting the hotel’s commitment
to innovative design and individual expression. The
impressive collection is dotted throughout the hotel’s public
areas and in guest rooms.

HOTEL ÉCLAT BEIJING

DAY
ONE

Private Hotel Art Adventure
Explore the home of the largest Salvador
Dali collection in Asia, in addition to original
sculptures from other art masters.

Check-In
Settle in and get comfortable at your new
home away from home and unwind while
surrounded by your room’s artistic vibe.

Arrival

Dinner at George’s Restaurant
Indulge in signature Mediterranean cuisine that introduces
an authentic, yet distinctive palette accompanied by a rich
selection of wine from private chateaus.

Artistic Afternoon
Tea Enjoyment
The exquisite Afternoon Tea menu consists of 6 sweet and
flavorful fruity desserts. It won’t be complete without a variety
of house-made scones along with gourmet coffee and tea.

DAY
TWO

798 Art Tour
Morning Workout
Rejuvenate and commence your new day with a morning
exercise at Philosophy, while appreciating more masterpieces,
giving a new definition to the term - the art of fitness.

Delve into the most famous art district of
Beijing, set at the abandoned military factories
from the 1950s. Start with a private tour of
Parkview Green’s art gallery right at the hub of
contemporary Chinese art.
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Dinner at Ito Restaurant
Happy Hour at George’s Bar
Start your cosy night by enjoying a complimentary
drink amidst art masterpieces set in a vintage boutique
perfumery from the golden ages.

Located in the quiet alley near Parkview Green, Ito prides
itself on Robatayaki, as well as on the culinary creativity
of Japanese cuisine. The food, which is placed over hot
charcoal, to maintain freshness, a style that gives a sense of
ceremonial eating. An extensive selection of premium sakes
and premium wines are presented on the drink menu.

DAY
THREE

Visit the Parkview Museum
Refreshing Breakfast

Entirely built from environmentally friendly materials, this
green oasis at the centre of Beijing fuses both Eastern and
Western arts for unforgettable art speculation.
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Step in Mo

Embark on your journey, starting with a delicious and nutritious
breakfast at Éclat Lounge or with a floating breakfast in any of the
Lagoon Suites.

Taste of Dadong Beijing Duck
Hutong Tour at Nanluoguxiang
Dating back a thousand years, these traditional hutongs
represent the real life of Beijing, where passageways
connect to courtyards of traditional compact homes,
speciality stores, and distinctive foods.

Savour Beijing’s most famous delicacy - rich and succulent
roast duck, at affordable prices set in modern décor.

#eclatmoments

Instagram
@hotel_eclat_Beijing

Share your best moments at Hotel Eclat Beijing with
your loved ones! We look forward to seeing your best
#eclatmemories!

TripAdvisor
Hotel Eclat Beijing
Hashtags
#eclatmemories
#eclatbeijing
#eclathotelbeijing
#eclatmoments

HOTEL ÉCLAT BEIJING

Weibo

WeChat

Parkview Green, No.9, Dongdaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, P.R.China 100020
86-10-8561 2888 | reservations.bj@eclathotels.com
www.eclathotels.com/beijing

